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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Lemon is locked up, and Harvey is feeling bad for him! 

	 Lemon has now been locked up, and most cats are relieved and a 
little happy. However, Harvey feels bad for Lemon. I mean - they are brothers, 
and neither would fully like to see the other locked up. They’ve known each 
other for too long. Harvey has been resting recently, with North. He needs to 
recover emotionally, and now his joints ache from his fight with Lemon. His 
therapy sessions make Harvey feel better, and constant love from North and 
Makenna is definitely helping Harvey to get back on track. However, he is 
sometimes seen late at night staring out in the direction of Lemon’s prison, 
as if he wished to see Lemon. He hasn’t visited Lemon yet, he isn’t ready to 
see Lemon in a cell, which will possibly be his home for the rest of his life. 
Harvey and Lemon share a bond, whether they like it or not.
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Image above - Harvey, 
dreaming about the old 
days when he and 
Lemon played together 
until the sun went 
down in their youth. 
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	 Annie and her friends have left to help 
bring the falcons back together, but they might 
be back later. However, there is a more pressing 
matter for cats. Who will become the leader of 
the cats now? Well, there are a few candidates. 
The cat population chose out of many cats 3 
candidates. Mavis, Harvey, and Coffee. 
Surprisingly to some cats however, Mavis and 
Harvey immediately both said that Coffee should 
be the leader. Mavis said that she would love to 
be head of guard, but not the leader. Harvey 
said that he was too old for the job but would be 
happy to be the director of therapy for Coffee. 
Cats didn’t argue with Harvey and Mavis’s 
decisions - They agreed with what Harvey and 
Mavis expressed. 


	 When Naya heard that Lemon had been 
defeated, she came back with her kittens and 
one of Mavis’s kittens. Mavis came to greet 
them, but stopped cold as she noticed her kitten 
sneaking back to the house. Naya’s kitten was 
sneaking too, so they both made a run for it. 
However, Mavis and Naya are fast, and they 
caught up with their kittens in no time flat. The kittens looked a little guilty, but 
Mavis’s kitten felt better because she was $100, 3 new video games, and a 
coupon for a free slushee richer. Also, Naya’s kitten had done a good job 
spreading the rumor that Mavis’s kitten was a cool cat. Mavis’s kitten used 

some money for sunglasses just in case. 


	 Even though Naya and Mavis were 
annoyed with their kittens, they were still very 
happy to see each other. However, that truce 
was broken when Naya said that she now had 
more followers than Mavis on CatTube, 2,004 
to 1,694. However, Mavis just smiled and 
pressed the post button on her catPhone to 
post a video that she had obviously been 
saving for this minute. And suddenly, her 
followers level jumped to 2,694.


	 Subscribe again for more on the best 
stories about cats!
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Image above - Harvey, 
congratulating Coffee 
about being elected 
the new leader of the 
cats!

“Ahh. It’s nice to 
have a break 
from fighting bad 
cats like Lemon - 
and it is so great 
to have Naya 
back here!” 

 - MAVIS, WHO HAS PLANS FOR A 
VACATION 
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